Living Quantum Consciousness
“Living a multi-dimensional life of resonance”
Two Day Personal Transformation Workshop
Saturday & Sunday, April 27th & 28th 2019
We are vibrational beings, living in a Quantum Energetic Universe.
This program has been designed to bring a deeper understanding of
who you are and the resources that already exist within you waiting
to be remembered. Our intention is to help you discover a deeper
sense of authenticity and resonance with the life you are living.
Join us for a two day program that brings together some of the
basics of Quantum Physics, expanded consciousness and spirituality.
Our workshop runs from 9am to 5pm both days,
at the North Warrandyte Family Centre
184 Research-Warrandyte Rd (next to the CFA)
Please bring your own lunch
Payment: $280
Includes all materials, Morning and Afternoon teas
(Early Bird Registration of $250 before Feb 28th)

Enquiries to quantumconsciousness@outlook.com
or Melina 0424 584 242

“I recommend this experience to anyone
whose inner voice is guiding them towards
self-development” – Sergey
”I found this experience so gentle yet so
powerful - Irina
“We were held in a beautiful, safe
nurturing space to learn, experience and
grow on our spiritual path” - Barb

We will talk about Resonance, Frequency and Vibration. We
discuss Transcendence as a way to move into a new state of
being. Our “Living In Resonance” model becomes our path across
the weekend as we look at everything from human personality
and values to the multidimensional, spiritual and transcendent
aspects of your being.
We ask that you undertake two on-line assessments before the
weekend that give you a summary of both your personality
profile and personal values. These windows through which we
view our world offer deep insights.
Our conversations will include, Quantum Physics, Alternate Realities, Reincarnation, Parallel Lives,
Life Between Lives, Interdimensional Consciousness and more…
Peter Smith is the author of “Quantum Consciousness”, the creator of the Quantum Consciousness
Experience, and Founder of the Institute for Quantum Consciousness. He trains and accredits a
network of QC Facilitators who continue to expand the research base of this remarkable field of
work. Peter is now the ‘Director – The Newton Legacy’ for The Michael Newton Institute for Life
Between Lives Hypnotherapy and trains LBL Practitioners and Teachers in different parts of the
world. He created the Hypnoenergetics5D modality as a way to build career paths in consciousness.
He speaks regularly at various conferences, on radio programs and has participated in a number of
documentaries both in Australia and overseas. He has written for Nexus Magazine, Alternate
Voice, Psychic news UK and has a regular column in The Newton Institute Research journal.
More information and enrolments at www.instituteforquantumconsciousness.com

